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Get an insider's view into the work of
the Berks, Bucks & Oxon Wildlife
Trust. Find out what conservation
work we're carrying out and meet
some of the wonderful people, from
our reserves staff to our trainees, that
are behind everything we do.

Get the joy of discovering something new
Posted: Tuesday, July 3, 2018 - 09:31
By: bbowtblog

"whether it is the first bird you hear calling in a day, the first poppy you see in the summer, or the
first of a species you see in your life, I hope none of these are taken for granted"

Great nature reserves to visit in July
Posted: Friday, June 29, 2018 - 10:32
By: bbowtblog

With nearly 90 nature reserves to choose from in our three counties, which are the best to visit this
month?

Smartphone Safari
Every weekend on BBC Radio
Berkshire and BBC Radio Oxford we
broadcast a Smartphone
Safari. Listen along as we explore
some of our fantastic reserves and
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Our top 10 wildlife sightings in July
Posted: Thursday, June 28, 2018 - 10:30
By: bbowtblog

Summer's in full swing. More wild flowers are blooming, there are butterflies flitting, dragonflies
darting and crickets hopping. How many of our 10 species will you see this month?

introduce you to the wildlife you can
see.

Where to look for glow-worms
Posted: Wednesday, June 27, 2018 - 12:05
By: bbowtblog

A night-time safari in the Chilterns can reveal some very special creatures

Where to find the UK's smallest bird
Posted: Thursday, June 14, 2018 - 12:00
By: Bernwood Project

Finemere Wood is bursting with life: grasses, shrubs and trees are growing at an astonishing rate;
flowers bloom, a new floral joy for every visit; butterflies and bees are bountiful and birdsong tells of
extensive avian populations.

My Wild Wish
What are your 2018 wishes for
wildlife? Take a look at
#MyWildWish collection created by
the BBOWT team and friends.

Great nature reserves to visit in June
Posted: Thursday, May 31, 2018 - 09:06
By: bbowtblog

With nearly 90 nature reserves to choose from in our three counties, which are the best to visit this
month?

Our top 10 wildlife sightings in June
Posted: Thursday, May 31, 2018 - 09:05
By: bbowtblog

It's early summer; orchids are blooming across Berks, Bucks and Oxon. Insects are flying and it's a
great time to get outside and discover our local wildlife. How many of our 10 species will you see
this month?

So much wonder so close to home
Posted: Friday, May 18, 2018 - 10:49
By: bbowtblog

There really is “wildness everywhere if we only stop in our tracks and look around us”.

The magic of the bee orchid
Posted: Friday, May 18, 2018 - 08:31
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By: bbowtblog

I love the bee orchid - mimic, shape-shifter, one of nature’s marvels

How we know that Nature Therapy works
Posted: Monday, May 14, 2018 - 09:58
By: bbowtblog

Community Wildlife Officer, Becky O'Melia and members of Eight Bells for Mental Health explain
how BBOWT's Nature Therapy project improves wellbeing
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